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The clear communication 
of climate change risks & 
opportunities is timely.

Internal Survey by the UK’s Institute of Actuaries
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Communicating Uncertainties
for Those Insuring Future Climate Change

The evolution of applied climate science from a focus on “Has climate changed?” to “How will 
climate change in the future?” suggests significant changes in the communication of 
uncertainty and ignorance, of what is precisely defined versus what is relevant, of where  
vague physical insight is of greater value than high-resolution maps of systematic simulation 
error.  The relevance of multi-model mean values in policy is illustrated. 
Decision support is enhanced when both insights and uncertainties propagate from climate 
science to application, often through one or more layers of computer modelling, experimental 
statistics, and/or extreme economics, before reaching  applications in policy-making and 
industry.
This exercise would benefit from more aggressive participation from numerate decision 
makers, helping climate scientists and statisticians not only design future climate research, 
but also allowing a clear public definition of what information we about the future we expect to 
be robust, and what (currently) depends on the details of our understanding and our models 
(which we expect to change significantly as the science advances).
Clear communication uncertainties within the climate sciences, with political and industrial 
decision makers, and to the general public may prove of great value in facing the challenges 
posed by anthropogenic climate change.
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When can climate science communicate relevant, timely, robust information?
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Climate Science
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Climate Science

Computer Modelling

Experimental Statistics

Extreme Economics

Decision Making

That is a lot to do in half an hour,
so I’ll aim to illustrate the kind of challenges that lie 
between climate science and the insurance sector.
(I am also interested in discussing technical details!)

Un                der

stand              ing

Uncertainty

Relevant Uncertainties
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Session 6: Communicating climate risk

Climate measurements do not necessarily represent the way 
people actually perceive climate conditions in their daily life. 
People may respond to various climate stimuli in different way, 
and adaptation to changes may be influenced by other 
rationales rather than seeking climate adaptability and 
robustness. As such, it can be a challenge communicating the 
necessity to reduce global warming as well as to prepare 
society for potential adverse climate conditions. What have we 
learned about using media campaigns for getting public 
attention? How can scientists help making people understand 
uncertainty about regional consequences of climate change 
derived from global climate models? 
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Climate measurements do not necessarily represent the way 
people actually perceive climate conditions in their daily life. 
People may respond to various climate stimuli in different way, 
and adaptation to changes may be influenced by other 
rationales rather than seeking climate adaptability and 
robustness. As such, it can be a challenge communicating the 
necessity to reduce global warming as well as to prepare 
society for potential adverse climate conditions. What have we 
learned about using media campaigns for getting public 
attention? How can scientists help making people understand 
uncertainty about regional consequences of climate change 
derived from global climate models? 

Knowledge does not transfer (well) by itself..
Especially when market share is valued more than reliability
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All this is inside one grid box (point); described by ~32 values .
Can we trust such  model be adequate/robust for detailed impact studies?

http://maps.google.com/maps?hl=en&q=Maps+Florida+Georgia&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=30.590637,-82.082977&spn=1.047387,1.636963&z=10&iwloc=addr

http://maps.google.com/maps?hl=en&q=Maps+Florida+Georgia&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=30.590637,-82.082977&spn=1.047387,1.636963&z=10&iwloc=addr
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An indication of economic value:

Probability of loss (seaman) due to bad water

Probability of loss (ship) lost to bad weather

(subjective or empirically based)

That way lies very good water

England
Spain
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Extreme Economics:
“Lenny, what we really need to know is 
whether or not climate change can wipe us 
all out… As long as one person survives I 
can apply the analysis, but if it kills 
everyone I cannot.”

Do we honestly think we can put 
a decision-relevant value on all 
of this?
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With increased levels of 
CO2 one would expect 
warmer wetter winters with 
increased (larger) 
storminess. 

(back to 1921, so far)
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With increased levels of 
CO2 one would expect 
warmer wetter winters with 
increased (larger) 
storminess. 

(back to 1921, so far)

What is the value added of large simulation experiments?
a) can they show us major feedback interactions of which we were    

previously unaware?
b) can they provide decision-support relevant quantitative probability forecasts?
c) can they help us better understand the climate system?

At what space and time scales can 2008-hardware models yield decision-relevant (robust) forecast information?
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TodayToday’’s States State--ofof--thethe--art models are  better than ever before.art models are  better than ever before.On what space and time scales On what space and time scales do do we have decisionwe have decision--relevant information?                       relevant information?                       
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Climate is what you expect,Climate is what you expect,

What is climate change?
Weather is what you get.Weather is what you get.

Robert Heinlein (1973)Robert Heinlein (1973)

Climate is a distribution of time series!  Climate is a distribution of time series!  
(It(It’’s not just a number or two)   s not just a number or two)   
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If we If we ““simplifysimplify”” the factthe fact19591959 that that 
climate is a climate is a ““collective of collective of 
weather conditionsweather conditions”” we lose thewe lose the 
ability to provide decision ability to provide decision 
supportsupport!!
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Most decisions depend neither on Most decisions depend neither on “average meteorological variables” nor “standard 
deviation of the average weather” they depend on the trajectory.the trajectory.
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As they are nonlinear we have to evaluate them along trajectorieAs they are nonlinear we have to evaluate them along trajectories. Crops, cables, wind s. Crops, cables, wind 
energy and system failures depend on what and even when weather energy and system failures depend on what and even when weather events unfold. events unfold. 

Hence the ~10Hence the ~1066x10x102121 

dimensional spacedimensional space

Loss of pub kitchen
Crop loss/Power-plant shutdown
Two Cat 5 hurricane US landfalls
Cable overload London brownouts

This kind of information is not available from today’s models, 
nor will it ever  be visible in model mean values! 
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The parable of the three statisticians.The parable of the three statisticians.

Three nonThree non--Floridian statisticians come to a river, they want Floridian statisticians come to a river, they want 
to know if they can cross safely. (They cannot swim.)to know if they can cross safely. (They cannot swim.)
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Three nonThree non--Floridian statisticians wish to cross a river. Floridian statisticians wish to cross a river. 
Each has a forecast of depth which indicates they will drown.Each has a forecast of depth which indicates they will drown.

Forecast 1Forecast 1

Forecast 2Forecast 2

Forecast 3Forecast 3

So they have an ensemble So they have an ensemble 
forecast,with three membersforecast,with three members
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Three nonThree non--Floridian statisticians wish to cross a river. Floridian statisticians wish to cross a river. 
Each has a forecast of depth which indicates they will drown.Each has a forecast of depth which indicates they will drown.
So they average their forecasts and decide based on the ensembleSo they average their forecasts and decide based on the ensemble meanmean……

Is this a good idea?Is this a good idea?

Ensemble meanEnsemble mean
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Ensembles contain information, we must be careful not to destroy or 
discard it!

No!No!

Why then is climate information communicated as this:
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What does a mean mean?  Say, for changes in Atlantic hurricanes?

Today’s state of the art climate models do not resolve things as small as a hurricane, 
but if the model temperatures were thought to be decision-support relevant, we could 
look at projected temperatures in the Atlantic and apply some experimental statistics…
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What does a mean mean?  Say, for changes in Atlantic hurricanes?

As in the case of  the three statisticians,
Rather than averaging first and then 
computing the impact on hurricane 
numbers, one should first compute 
hurricane numbers, and then (if you 
must) average. (or better still look at the 
distribution).

Note GLOBAL Model-temp range >> 2 degrees…
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The basic question for using these results regards how probabilities
based on ensembles of climate models should be interpreted:

a) Like the probability of a driver having an accident given their age 
and gender?

b) Like the probability that the next government will rule nuclear 
power “green”

In the first case we can “integrate out” the uncertainty, while in the
second case we have to think more carefully.

I expect the climate case falls  between the two.

Next note we already have to deal with different kinds of uncertainty…
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MultiMulti--model means over timemodel means over time

The grey band The grey band 
represents traditional represents traditional 
observational observational 
uncertainty.uncertainty.

The coloured bands The coloured bands 
represent the widths of represent the widths of 
multimulti--model ensembles.model ensembles.

The grey bands on the The grey bands on the 
far right far right ““the likely the likely 
range.range.””

How can we more clearly communicate this level of (66%) uncertaiHow can we more clearly communicate this level of (66%) uncertainty? nty? 
What does it imply for calculations at 5km and 15 min scales?What does it imply for calculations at 5km and 15 min scales?

These distributions violate These distributions violate 
the law of large numbers!the law of large numbers!
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Note that the ensemble means each 
show a steady increase of temperature.

Several years of decreasing global 
mean temperatures might widely be 
interpreted (or portrayed) as in conflict 
with this figure.

Could that cause difficulties policy 
makers? Or with regulators?

Again, just as with our non-Floridian 
statisticians, the mean does not tell 
us anything about brief periods of 
global cooling in the simulations that 
defined the mean!

Time evolution of the multi- 
model mean can also mislead!
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As we refocus from climateAs we refocus from climate--past to the climatepast to the climate--future, future, 
how do we cope with such systematic errors, even as how do we cope with such systematic errors, even as 
we work to reduce them? we work to reduce them? 

Each and every simulation has 2 to 7 consecutive years of Each and every simulation has 2 to 7 consecutive years of 
““global coolingglobal cooling”” before 2100.before 2100.

Obs

AR4 Simulations without 1900-1950 anamoly adjustmentNever expect the expectation!Never expect the expectation!
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All climate change is local: All climate change is local: 

Global Mean Temperature is not informative for local changesGlobal Mean Temperature is not informative for local changes
(even if the models are perfect!)(even if the models are perfect!)

MultiMulti--model average is not informative for changes in timemodel average is not informative for changes in time
(even if the models are perfect!)(even if the models are perfect!)

How relevant is the change in global mean How relevant is the change in global mean 
temperature for policy?temperature for policy?

Global statistics are only relevant to decision making if they iGlobal statistics are only relevant to decision making if they inform the nform the 
decision maker about something that happens which she would likedecision maker about something that happens which she would like to to 
take into account before making the decision.     take into account before making the decision.     

What is the chance a model with a 3 degree Climate Sensitivity 
is “worse” (that is: yields a greater increase in temperature) 
than a model with a Climate Sensitivity of 5 degrees?
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Distributions for Giorgi regions 
CS = 3 +/- 0.1 runs (1835)  in blue
CS = 5 +/- 0.1 runs ( 385)  in red

Final 8 year means (years 8-15), Phase 3 – Phase 2.

For Central North America, for instance, there is about a one in five 
chance that a random draw from CS=3 is hotter than one from CS=5
Assuming the model is perfect!

What’s the chance a 3 degree globally is “worse” than 5 degrees?
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Model Inadequacy and our three nonModel Inadequacy and our three non--Floridian statisticians.Floridian statisticians.

As it turns out, the river is rather shallow.As it turns out, the river is rather shallow.
Model inadequacyModel inadequacy covers things in the system that are not covers things in the system that are not 
of the model.of the model.
The decisionThe decision--relevant question was could they make it relevant question was could they make it 
across, the depth of the river was only one componentacross, the depth of the river was only one component……

If we expect nonIf we expect non--statistical updates before 2020 (due to blocking, Tstatistical updates before 2020 (due to blocking, T--rain rain 
Atlantic SST gradient, Atlantic SST gradient, ““hurricaneshurricanes”…”…), ), what should we be saying now?what should we be saying now?
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I would like you to think on the potential damage done (to scienI would like you to think on the potential damage done (to science and ce and 
society) if distributions which are not decisionsociety) if distributions which are not decision--support relevant probabilities support relevant probabilities 
are used as if they were.are used as if they were.
And to think of alternatives for packaging uncertainty so that iAnd to think of alternatives for packaging uncertainty so that it can better t can better 
inform policy and decision support.inform policy and decision support.
(allowing the advancement of science to be seen as a (allowing the advancement of science to be seen as a ““good thinggood thing””))
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It might prove interesting to 
trace out typical paths from 
climate science to policy 
making…

Climate Science

Computer Modelling

Experimental Statistics

Extreme Economics

Decision Making

Un                der

stand              ing

Uncertainty
Now that we know the 
policy question: 
How many CO2 levels 
were tested explicitly?
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Climate Science

Computer Modelling

Experimental Statistics

Extreme Economics

Decision Making

We understand a great deal about the Earth’s climate system.
That does not imply we can make detailed (decision relevant) projections.
As our understanding grows further still, how can we communicate risks and 
uncertainties so that the advancement is science is seen as “a good thing”?

Refinement and falsification of previous results, along with information from 
the numerate user community on how to proceed is desperately needed.

Un                der

stand              ing

Uncertainty

Relevant Uncertainties
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The rational interpretation, 
use and advancement of 
climate science would 
benefit from more 
communication with the 
users of climate science.

This is well recognized by 
the UN and WMO.
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Overview
• As climate science shifts its focus from the past to the future, we need to be 

a bit more careful communicating the various flavours of  uncertainty. 
• Working more closely with you would help us, you, and perhaps everyone 

else too!
• Model inadequacy severely limits the value of implied-probability 

distributions for decision-support.
– Model diversity does not quantify future uncertainty
– We might do well to avoid oversell                              

and better manage expectations!

Climate science is science (not engineering)
It has provided hugely important information 
and has much to offer in the future on the  future.

Together, we can aim to extract robust information for the insurance sector.
And make better decisions based upon everything we know (but not more).
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Insuring Future Climate Change 
Scope
The insurance sector faces considerable challenges ahead. Projections of increased 
occurrence and intensity of extreme weather events caused by humanly induced climate 
change may amplify payouts and administrative costs considerably. 
Recent trends in weather extremes, with the 11 warmest years worldwide recorded during the 
last 13 years, means that society must take sensible steps to prepare and act already now. 
Insurers are at the frontline of climate change, as they meet their clients directly after damages 
occur. Climate risk management requires mapping vulnerability towards climate change, 
encouraging adaptation measures and initiating concerted actions within the sector regarding 
the distribution of responsibility for damages between key-stakeholders and Governments. 
This conference brings together researchers, stakeholders and decision-makers from 
insurance, science and politics in order to stimulate discussion and dialog. The aim is to 
promote pro-active actions for reducing risks before serious impacts of climate change are 
upon us. 
The conference sessions intend to present theoretical knowledge as well as practical tools on 
calculating climate risk, mapping risk geographically, possibilities and limits of adaptation, and 
communicating risk. Collaboration between the public and private sector is discussed as well 
as a philosophical approach to the issue of who should bear responsibility for adaptation and 
damage reduction. Case-studies from different regions in Europe and the most central types of 
climate extremes are presented to round off each topical session. The studies present 
experience on mapping, prediction and damage reduction of climate events such as storms, 
flooding, sea-level rise and snow-blizzards. 
While society as a whole must bear the cost of climate change - in the form of higher insurance 
premiums or infrastructure repairs financed by taxes, knowledge on the effects of climate 
change on the business and climate protection can bring huge economic opportunities. Thanks 
to new technologies, increased energy efficiency, and new products within risk management, it 
is possible to be prepared by acting and planning today. 
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Session 1: Estimating climate risk in a world of insecurity
Climate change will be felt both by gradual and sudden changes, as well as by changes in the intensity and frequency of extreme events. Global and 
regional climate models projecting the spatial distribution of these changes give a coarse idea of the expected changes. Nevertheless, the 
uncertainties in these projections need to be incorporated in statistical models for estimating the risk, as well as in the calculation of insurance 
premiums. What do we know so far, where are the challenges? 
Session 2: Insurers adaption - the precautionary principle
A precautionary approach implies that actions are undertaken which try to minimize harm even when the absence of scientific certainty makes it 
difficult to predict the likelihood of harm occurring, or the level of harm should it occur. What philosophical views imply that the lack of full scientific 
certainty should not be used to postpone cost-effective damage prevention? What are the practical approaches when it comes to damage 
prevention with various stakeholders involved? A case-study on river management discusses the effect of preventive actions. Another study 
reviews the climate robustness of buildings from a Scandinavian perspective. 
Session 3: Responsibility: Society or the individual?
The responsibility for climate adaptation has to be assigned to various actors in society - individuals, the public and private sector. How can the 
burden be distributed fairly and economically reasonable? What incentives can be provided through political action? How may the thresholds for 
damage claims change and be distributed if the intensity and frequency of extreme weather events increases? Experiences from vulnerability 
studies of the Swedish society, as well as a case-study on storm behaviour and public/private response in Northern/Central Europe shows practical 
perspectives on these issues.
Session 4: Mapping risk
It has been suggested that geographic information systems can support traditional statistical analyses to localize and give insight into areas that are 
vulnerable to climatic hazards. What kind of spatial patterns and unique regional conditions can be unveiled and thus, will allow for precautionary 
action and adaptation strategies? A case-study from flood risk management in the Netherlands shows how risk maps can be used for policy 
development. 
Session 5: Collaboration between the business and the public
Risk management of climate change can be only achieved by concerted action of various stakeholders in the private and public sector. How can 
private-public interactions organise a financial robust insurance system for unequally distributed climate risk? In addition, an example from the UK 
on the complex collaborative process in spatial planning for climate change is discussed. Another case-study on mud- and snow slide hazards in 
the Alps presents the increase in vulnerability of the local population as a result of both environmental and social factors. 
Session 6: Communicating climate risk
Climate measurements do not necessarily represent the way people actually perceive climate conditions in their daily life. 
People may respond to various climate stimuli in different way, and adaptation to changes may be influenced by other 
rationales rather than seeking climate adaptability and robustness. As such, it can be a challenge communicating the 
necessity to reduce global warming as well as to prepare society for potential adverse climate conditions. What have we 
learned about using media campaigns for getting public attention? How can scientists help making people understand 
uncertainty about regional consequences of climate change derived from global climate models? 
Session 7: Reinsuring climate risk and emerging business
Traditionally, insurance companies will reinsure their own risk in the international market. What are the thoughts of the reinsurance industry on a 
forthcoming increase in climate damage related payouts and what management strategies are applied to encourage primary insurers to reduce the 
risk? How may the content of the coverage change in a changing world and what expertise and knowledge can reinsures provide? A case-study on 
the change in the global risk landscape will discuss these issues in further details. Climate changes will give room for new business solutions. This 
session includes a presentation of emerging markets and customer groups as well as new hazards which need special attention in the decades to 
come. 
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Focus on how uncertainties and risk are communicated.
IPCC AR4, pointing toward various insurance related applications

Session 6: Communicating climate risk

Robust information: 

Uncertainty: Quantifiable (probabilistic), not necessarily by probabilities!

Probabilities are conditioned on what we know, and often on the assumption 
that our model(s) are fit for purpose.
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Decision makers require very little.
Clear expression of current limits is of great value. 

http://www.google.com/search?q=Large+Hadron+Collider&hl=en
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““The advantage of confining attention to a definite group of abstThe advantage of confining attention to a definite group of abstractions, is that you ractions, is that you 
confine your thoughts to clearconfine your thoughts to clear--cut definite things, with clearcut definite things, with clear--cut definite relations. cut definite relations. ……

The disadvantage of exclusive attention to a group of abstractioThe disadvantage of exclusive attention to a group of abstractions, however wellns, however well--founded, founded, 
is that, by the nature of the case, you have abstracted from theis that, by the nature of the case, you have abstracted from the remainder of things.remainder of things.

... it is of the utmost importance to be vigilant in critically ... it is of the utmost importance to be vigilant in critically revising your  revising your  modesmodes of of 
abstraction. abstraction. 

Sometimes it happens that the service rendered by philosophy is Sometimes it happens that the service rendered by philosophy is entirely obscured by the entirely obscured by the 
astonishing success of a scheme of abstractions in expressing thastonishing success of a scheme of abstractions in expressing the dominant interested of e dominant interested of 
an epoch.an epoch.””

A N WhitehA N Whitehead. Science and the Modern World. Pg 58/9ead. Science and the Modern World. Pg 58/9

Fallacy of Misplaced Concreteness Fallacy of Misplaced Concreteness 

In the case of physical dynamical systems, probability forecastsIn the case of physical dynamical systems, probability forecasts based on based on 
model simulations provide excellent  realisations of this fallacmodel simulations provide excellent  realisations of this fallacy, drawing y, drawing 
comfortable pictures in our mind which correspond to nothing at comfortable pictures in our mind which correspond to nothing at all, and all, and 
which will mislead us if we carry them  into decision theory.which will mislead us if we carry them  into decision theory.

You donYou don’’t have to believe everything you compute!t have to believe everything you compute!
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Improving Predictions of Climate Change: 
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How exactly?How exactly?

Climate is Harder than WeatherClimate is Harder than Weather
By definition: Climate Science is By definition: Climate Science is extrapolationextrapolation.   .   

(in a ~10(in a ~1066x10x102121 D modelD model--space)space)
This is a very This is a very veryvery hard problemhard problem..

And we are forced to work (mostly) inAnd we are forced to work (mostly) in--sample.sample.
Below is a distribution of many runs under the same             Below is a distribution of many runs under the same             
mathematical model structure, parameters and ICs vary.mathematical model structure, parameters and ICs vary.
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Single model structure: vary parameters/IC

This is the range of This is the range of 
2xCO2 global average 2xCO2 global average 
temperature in one temperature in one 
model! model! 

Experiment has three phases:Experiment has three phases:

Quality control is required!Quality control is required!

What does the relative frequency What does the relative frequency 
distribution of model global distribution of model global 
temperatures  tell us about the temperatures  tell us about the 
world?world?

> 100,000 participants  from 150 countries 
> 70,000 simulations (each 45 years long) 
> 8,000 years of computing time
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Do not worry about the values of the numbers (yet):Do not worry about the values of the numbers (yet):
Think first about the meaning of this kind of number!Think first about the meaning of this kind of number!
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““The advantage of confining attention to a definite group of abstThe advantage of confining attention to a definite group of abstractions, is that you ractions, is that you 
confine your thoughts to clearconfine your thoughts to clear--cut definite things, with clearcut definite things, with clear--cut definite relations. cut definite relations. ……

The disadvantage of exclusive attention to a group of abstractioThe disadvantage of exclusive attention to a group of abstractions, however wellns, however well--founded, founded, 
is that, by the nature of the case, you have abstracted from theis that, by the nature of the case, you have abstracted from the remainder of things.remainder of things.

... it is of the utmost importance to be vigilant in critically ... it is of the utmost importance to be vigilant in critically revising your  revising your  modesmodes of of 
abstraction. abstraction. 

Sometimes it happens that the service rendered by philosophy is Sometimes it happens that the service rendered by philosophy is entirely obscured by the entirely obscured by the 
astonishing success of a scheme of abstractions in expressing thastonishing success of a scheme of abstractions in expressing the dominant interested of e dominant interested of 
an epoch.an epoch.””

A N WhitehA N Whitehead. Science and the Modern World. Pg 58/9ead. Science and the Modern World. Pg 58/9

Fallacy of Misplaced Concreteness Fallacy of Misplaced Concreteness 

In the case of physical dynamical systems, probability forecastsIn the case of physical dynamical systems, probability forecasts based on based on 
model simulations provide excellent  realisations of this fallacmodel simulations provide excellent  realisations of this fallacy, drawing y, drawing 
comfortable pictures in our mind which correspond to nothing at comfortable pictures in our mind which correspond to nothing at all, and all, and 
which will mislead us if we carry them  into decision theory.which will mislead us if we carry them  into decision theory.

You donYou don’’t have to believe everything you compute!t have to believe everything you compute!
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Main point: Utility (probabilistic similarity) does not require Main point: Utility (probabilistic similarity) does not require a a 
perfect model, merely one fit for purpose. (?or at least plausibperfect model, merely one fit for purpose. (?or at least plausibly ly 
fit for purpose?)fit for purpose?)

Decision support: potential collisions with near Earth asteroidsDecision support: potential collisions with near Earth asteroids 
over the next 500 years. Three models:over the next 500 years. Three models:

Ptolemaic Ptolemaic 

NewtonianNewtonian

General RelativisticGeneral Relativistic

We know the Newtonian model is (known to be) structurally incorrWe know the Newtonian model is (known to be) structurally incorrect, its ect, its 
parameters have no precise empirical values to find, but it can parameters have no precise empirical values to find, but it can shadow relevantshadow relevant 
observed trajectories on time scales much longer than 50 years.observed trajectories on time scales much longer than 50 years.
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Probabilistic Similarity does not require a perfect model,Probabilistic Similarity does not require a perfect model,
merely one fit for purpose.merely one fit for purpose.

And if Model Structure is still an issue? And if Model Structure is still an issue? 
The ClimateThe Climate--Bayesians reply is to take several models and Bayesians reply is to take several models and 
compute compute DiscrepancyDiscrepancy::
••RungeRunge--KuttaKutta 66thth orderorder
••RungeRunge--KuttaKutta 44thth order (smaller time step)order (smaller time step)
••PredictorPredictor--correctorcorrector
••Hamiltonian (numerically exact energy conservation scheme)Hamiltonian (numerically exact energy conservation scheme)

1010

But are NewtonBut are Newton’’s Laws fit for s Laws fit for thisthis purpose?purpose?
Why might one think:Why might one think:
““relationships between relationships between model errorsmodel errors for different climate variables can for different climate variables can 
reasonably be expected to follow relationships between reasonably be expected to follow relationships between interinter--model model 
differencesdifferences for different variables.for different variables.”” Murphy et al 2007Murphy et al 2007
““are unlikely to be fundamentally compromisedare unlikely to be fundamentally compromised””

?@ 5 km, hourly extremes of ?@ 5 km, hourly extremes of precipprecip in 2080? In Y2007 models? in 2080? In Y2007 models? 

But are NewtonBut are Newton’’s Laws fit for s Laws fit for thisthis purpose?purpose?
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This is also an ensemble forecast.

It is useful to see more than just the  
mean!

But can we expect climate forecasts 
to be any better than economic 
forecasts?

(Yes)(Yes)
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Scotland: all forecasts positive.

London: None negative

Northern Ireland: one missing

All others mixed: positive and negative

All these issues are mirrored in climate 
modelling, including the fact that the 
forecasts are not really independent.

But are scientific forecasts more reliable 
than economic forecasts?

Yes.
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BANQUO: If you can look into the seeds of time, 
And say which grain will grow and which will not, 
Speak then to me, who neither beg nor fear 
Your favours nor your hate.

BANQUO: And oftentimes, to win us to our harm, 
the instruments of darkness tell us truths, win us with honest trifles, 
to betray's in deepest consequence.

And remember: each prediction 
told to Macbeth proves accurate. 
Nevertheless  the story is not 
one of optimal decision support.

Banquo

The Scottish Play

Macbeth:
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Arguably, there is no general (much less elegant) solution, given current levels of 
models skill, the “9 of each” ENSEMBLE  (DEMETER, PROVOST, …) ensemble design, 
and a forecast archive of only a few dozen points. 

Improved design of the ensemble (size, formation, …)  and better informed model 
improvement may allow us turn model simulations into more generally useful 
forecasts (on the STD timescales)…

…and get more users to the other side beyond week two without waiting 
for bigger computers or better models they will allow.
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